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MMA WEEKLY TREASURIES, CRUDE OIL AND SOYBEAN REPORT 

WEEK OF MARCH 28, 2022 
 

Comments: Please take a moment to view my free weekly geocosmic column on financial markets. 
Alternatively, you can go to www.mmacycles.com and then choose Weekly Preview. We are pleased to 
announce that this free weekly column is also available in German – Dutch. Several sites post the weekly 
column in English too, including https://www.neptunecafe.com/merriman 
 
GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRDs) 
 
 These dates affect all markets. They are the midpoints of geocosmic clusters and have a normal orb 
of three days either side (82% rate of frequency). Sometimes they expand to as much as six days (90+% 
frequency with that orb). The idea is to see a new two-week or greater high or low, and then a reversal. 
It is especially effective when major, half-primary, or primary cycle troughs are due. These are more 
important than the solar-lunar reversal dates. The more stars, the greater the historical correlation with 
a cycle culmination. For more information, please read Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series. Below 
is the date of the midpoint and in parentheses the length of time containing the geocosmic signatures 
(known as a “cluster”). If the cluster is long (more than 15 days), there may be other possible reversals, 
based on tighter geocosmic clusters, within the greater cluster.  
   
Mar 18-21*** (We are here. Secondary low in stocks, low in Crude Oil, T-Notes, Euro, break down in 
Yen) 
April 1* (Venus and Mars conjunct Saturn) 
April 12** (May stretch from April 4-15) 
May 6-9*** 
 
These periods are usually more important than the solar/lunar reversal zones, and usually more 
accurate because they have a wider orb of time (+/- 3 trading days vs +/- 1 trading day for solar/lunars). 
They will correspond more often with major, half-primary, or full primary cycles, whereas lunar 
reversals need only correspond to 2.5% reversals. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS:  
 CRD = Geocosmic Critical Reversal Date 
 ATH = All-Time High 
 MA = Moving Average 
 PB = Primary cycle bottom 
 PT = Primary cycle top 
 MB = Major cycle bottom 
 MT = Major cycle top  
 TB = Trading cycle bottom 
 TT = Trading cycle top

http://www.mmacycles.com/
https://www.mma-europe.ch/
https://www.markettiming.nl/en/beurs-actueel
https://www.neptunecafe.com/merriman
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The following markets updates are written by MMA market analyst Gianni Di Poce. 
 
TYM (June T-Notes): Last week’s close was bearish again. The close was also below the weekly TIP for the 
13th time in 14 weeks, which means it remains in a trend run down.  
 

This week’s trend indicator point is 124/25. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there 
this week. We could expect that within 2 weeks. 

 
Weekly support is 120/00.5-120/16. A trade below followed by a close back above is a bullish trigger.  
 
Weekly resistance is 123/02.5-123/18. A trade above followed by a close back below is a bearish 

trigger.  
 
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 119/23-119/28, 118/11.5-118/19, and 117/00-117/03. It 

closed below other bullish crossover zones recently at 125/22-125/31, 126/29-127/13, 135/25-135/28, 
and 138/29-138/30, so these are now resistance. 

 
Bearish crossover zones are in effect at 129/14.5-130/04, 136/00.5-136/10, 137/15.5-137/27.5, and 

139/21-139/21.5, so these are resistance.  
 

 
 

The week of March 28 begins the 18th week in the primary cycle as measured from the November 24 
low at 128/22.5. The week of March 28 also begins the 7th week in the second half-primary cycle or the 
7th week in the third and final major cycle. Last week stated, “We are due for a primary cycle trough to 
unfold at any time, as these cycles last 15-21 weeks in T-Notes. When it comes to sub-cycles, major cycles 
last 5-8 weeks, while half-primary cycles last 8-11 weeks. We have a cyclical overlap between all trading 
cycles the week of April 4. However, our sights are set on the Venus-Saturn conjunction on March 28 +/- 3 
trading days as a potential time band for a low. As we head into April, we need to be keen on the possibility 
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of a 3-year trough forming. If prices decline beyond April, we are likely experiencing a 3-phase 6-year cycle 
(three 2-year cycles), and T-Note prices would likely decline into year-end.” These comments remain highly 
pertinent this week as the carnage in the bond market continues—this is the worst start to any calendar 
year for bonds in the last +40 years and suggests the long-term bull market is finally unraveling. 
 

T-Notes collapsed this past week again. It was stated, “…we can’t rule out lower-lows in the 
immediate-term, but signs are mounting this decline is near its end. Could see prices hit 123/00-123/10 
before a final low forms.” It even exceeded our downside objective, which is bearish. The bullish 
divergence is less prevalent this week than last as well, suggesting that momentum still favors the bears. 
TIP suggests a reversal is imminent, and we are late in the primary cycle. We could see tests of the 
crossover zones in the 118/11.5-119/28 zone before a low forms. This would be very significant because 
it would constitute a double-bottom or retest of the October 2018 low, which began the 18-year and 6-
year cycles. If prices drop below there, it’s a sign the long-term bull market is over. 
 

Strategy: Position traders were stopped out of longs on the weekly close below 122/16. Stand aside 
this week. 

Aggressive traders were stopped out of longs on the weekly close below 122/16. Let’s try the long 
side again on a drop to 118/11.5-118/19 with a stop loss on a close below 117. 
 
CLK (Crude Oil – May): Last week’s close was bullish and follows a bullish trigger, which is a bullish 
sequence. The close was also above the weekly trend indicator point for the 15th consecutive week, which 
means it remains in a trend run-up.  
 
 The week’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 107.47. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes 
below there this week. 
 
 Weekly support is 105.37-106.82. A weekly close below this range is bearish. A trade below followed 
by a close back above is a bullish trigger. 
 
 Weekly resistance is 119.54-120.99. A weekly close above this range is bullish. A trade above followed 
by a close back below is a bearish trigger. 
 
 Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 97.33-104.61 (held the low), 53.08-54.02, 49.15-49.46, 
and 43.27-43.54, so these are now support.  
 
 Prices closed above a bearish crossover zone at 38.25-38.98, 41.88-42.21, and 65.24-66.01, so these 
are now support.  
 

The week of March 28 begins the 17th week in the primary cycle as measured from the December 2 
low at 62.43. However, there is a slight chance that a primary cycle trough unfolded at 93.53 on March 
15, in what would’ve been the 16th week in the primary cycle, which makes this the 2nd week. This is not 
our preferred outlook, as prices only declined one week into the low. We typically prefer to see corrective 
declines in bullish primary cycles fall 2-5 weeks into a primary cycle trough. If this is an older primary cycle, 
this week will start the 2nd week in the third and final major cycle. The March 15 low happened just two 
days after the Sun-Neptune conjunction of March 13 (Neptune co-rules oil with Jupiter). Primary cycles in 
oil last 16-22 weeks, while half-primary cycles last 8-11 weeks, and major cycles last 5-8 weeks. This week 
also begins the 6th week in the second half-primary cycle. As stated before, “The time band for a primary 
cycle trough begins the week of March 21, although the cyclical overlap between all trading cycles narrows 
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this time band down between the weeks of April 11 and May 2.” It increasingly appears as though the 
Jupiter-Neptune conjunction in Pisces (all three of these rule Crude Oil) on April 12 will be significant for 
this market. A primary cycle trough or crest could unfold. 
 

 
 

The week of March 28 begins the 17th week in the primary cycle as measured from the December 2 
low at 62.43. However, there is a slight chance that a primary cycle trough unfolded at 93.53 on March 
15, in what would’ve been the 16th week in the primary cycle, which makes this the 2nd week. This is not 
our preferred outlook, as prices only declined one week into the low. We typically prefer to see corrective 
declines in bullish primary cycles fall 2-5 weeks into a primary cycle trough. If this is an older primary cycle, 
this week will start the 2nd week in the third and final major cycle. The March 15 low happened just two 
days after the Sun-Neptune conjunction of March 13 (Neptune co-rules oil with Jupiter). Primary cycles in 
oil last 16-22 weeks, while half-primary cycles last 8-11 weeks, and major cycles last 5-8 weeks. This week 
also begins the 6th week in the second half-primary cycle. As stated before, “The time band for a primary 
cycle trough begins the week of March 21, although the cyclical overlap between all trading cycles narrows 
this time band down between the weeks of April 11 and May 2.” It increasingly appears as though the 
Jupiter-Neptune conjunction in Pisces (all three of these rule Crude Oil) on April 12 will be significant for 
this market. A primary cycle trough or crest could unfold. 

 
Crude Oil just printed a bullish sequence, which opens the door for a final parabolic rise within the 

third phase of the primary cycle (assuming the older labeling). As stated before, “The recent high saw a 
bullish momentum thrust with the CCI indicator, and it made a new high too. In other words, there is no 
bearish divergence yet. Therefore, we look for one final high—perhaps a retest of the all-time high from 
July 2008 between 145-150 before prices form a primary cycle crest. We would also look for bearish 
divergence from the CCI indicator upon a new high, too, as a sign the upside momentum is waning.” Last 
week followed with, “… with the lateness of the primary cycle, we can’t rule out a secondary, lower-high 
forming between 112.00-116.00. If we see the rally stall out there in the next week or two, it would be a 
signal that the primary cycle topped out, and we could fall into a primary cycle trough. The price objective 
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for a primary cycle trough would be between 85.00-90.00.” Prices closed right in that resistance zone of 
112.00-116.00. If we start to close above there, we could see the retest of the all-time high between 
145.00-150.00. 
 
Strategy: Position traders: are flat and may stand aside. 
Aggressive traders: are flat and may go long ag current price levels with a stop loss on a daily close below 
109.00. Cover 1/3 at 120.00 +/- .20, another 1/3 at 130/00 +/- .20, and the final 1/3 at 145.00 +/- .20 if 
offered. If stops trigger, revert back short with a stop on a daily close above 114.95, and cover 1/3 at 
102.00 +/- .20 and all at 95.00 +/- .20. 
 
 
SK (May Soybeans): Last week’s close was bullish and follows a bullish bias, which is a bullish sequence. 
The close was also above the weekly TIP for the 20th consecutive week, which means it remains in a trend 
run-up. It is now in our 18–23-week exhaustion period whereby sharp reversals can occur. 
 
This week’s TIP is 1686-1/4. It will be downgraded to neutral if it closes below there this week.  
 

Weekly support is 1672-1/2-1675-1/4. A weekly close below this range is bearish. A trade below 
followed by a close back above is a bullish trigger.  
 

Weekly resistance is 1742-1/4-1745. A weekly close above this range is bullish. A trade above 
followed by a close back below is a bearish trigger. 
  
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1505-1/4-1508-1/4, 1364-1/4-1/4-1373-3/4, 1181-1192, 1060-
1063, 977- 978, 914-925, and 859-861. These are all support. 
 
Prices closed above bearish crossover zones at 1408-1415-3/4, 995-1007, 940-950, 860-861-1/2, and 824-
831, so these are also support zones.  
 

The week of March 28 starts the 20th week in the primary cycle that bottomed on November 9 at 
1181-1/4. Soybean primary cycles last 15-21 weeks, while half-primary cycles last 8-11 weeks, and major 
cycles last 5-8 weeks. We remain due for a primary cycle trough at any time unless, by chance, it unfolded 
on March 15 at 1638. In this case, this week would start the 2nd week in a new primary cycle, and beans 
could be very bullish. This is not our preferred outlook at the moment, however. The week of March 28 
would also begin the 6th week in the primary cycle’s third and final major cycle as measured from the 
February 15 low at 1542-1/4, one day before the first Venus-Mars conjunction. It also starts the 10th week 
in the primary cycle’s second half-primary cycle. As stated before, “Our sights remain set on the Venus-
Uranus square on March 19 +/- 3 trading days for either a primary cycle crest or trough. Otherwise, it could 
coincide with the Venus-Saturn conjunction of March 28 +/- 3 trading days. Venus rules Soybeans.” Last 
week followed with, “It now appears less likely that we see a final, explosive rally. As such, we like the 
February 24 high as the primary cycle crest. Our sights are set on March 28 +/- 3 trading days (Venus-
Saturn conjunction) for a primary cycle trough.” Any low below 1585 is a candidate for a primary cycle 
trough in an older primary cycle. 
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The week of March 28 starts the 20th week in the primary cycle that bottomed on November 9 at 
1181-1/4. Soybean primary cycles last 15-21 weeks, while half-primary cycles last 8-11 weeks, and major 
cycles last 5-8 weeks. We remain due for a primary cycle trough at any time unless, by chance, it unfolded 
on March 15 at 1638. In this case, this week would start the 2nd week in a new primary cycle, and beans 
could be very bullish. This is not our preferred outlook at the moment, however. The week of March 28 
would also begin the 6th week in the primary cycle’s third and final major cycle as measured from the 
February 15 low at 1542-1/4, one day before the first Venus-Mars conjunction. It also starts the 10th week 
in the primary cycle’s second half-primary cycle. As stated before, “Our sights remain set on the Venus-
Uranus square on March 19 +/- 3 trading days for either a primary cycle crest or trough. Otherwise, it could 
coincide with the Venus-Saturn conjunction of March 28 +/- 3 trading days. Venus rules Soybeans.” Last 
week followed with, “It now appears less likely that we see a final, explosive rally. As such, we like the 
February 24 high as the primary cycle crest. Our sights are set on March 28 +/- 3 trading days (Venus-
Saturn conjunction) for a primary cycle trough.” Any low below 1585 is a candidate for a primary cycle 
trough in an older primary cycle. 

 
Soybeans continue to consolidate near the highs. The biggest concern technically is how extended 

the weekly TIP is. Even so, it appears as though an ascending triangle pattern is forming. These are known 
to be continuation patterns, which means they tend to resolve in the direction of the underlying trend. 
The trend remains solidly up, and a close above 1719 would increase the odds of another resolution 
higher, perhaps as high as 1850-1950. As stated before, “So long as prices remain above 1650 (red 
horizontal line on the chart), we can’t rule out one final rally higher. Prices could hit as high as 1850-1950 
unless they close below 1650 first. If prices do start to breakdown, our key support levels remain the 1465-
1535 area, which represents the 38.2-50% Fibonacci retracement levels from the primary cycle trough to 
the current primary cycle crest. Another reason we are leaving the door open for a final rally is that there 
is no case of bearish divergence in price from the CCI indicator—this is typically sometimes we see at 
important highs.” But as stated last week, “… given the cycle counts, we lean with the idea of prices falling 
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to 1465-1535 instead of bursting higher from current levels.” This remains a possibility too. Beans are 
bullish above 1650, bearish below. 
 
Strategy: Position traders are flat and may go long on a drop to 1525 +/- 10 with a stop loss on a weekly 
close below 1505.  
Aggressive traders are flat and may go long on a drop to 1525 +/- 10 with a stop loss on a weekly close 
below 1505. Conversely, go long on a daily close above 1719 with a stop loss on a daily close below 1650. 
Cover 1/3 at 1800 +/- 10 if offered. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
NOTE 1: THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE MMA Monthly Cycles Report Plus+ written by Pouyan Zolfagarnia will 
be released this week, March 28. The mid-month addendum to the MMA Cycles report is only available 
for subscription to those who also subscribe to the MMA Monthly Cycles Report. If you wish to try this 
month’s addendum, along with the March issue of the MMA Monthly Cycles Report (which featured a 
special long-term update on Gold), sign up online and select the subscription option: March Issue One 
Time Payment + Addendum for only $55. That will give you both the most recent copy of the MMA Cycles 
report, Special Long-Term Gold Update, and the MMA Cycles Report addendum coming out this week. 
 
NOTE 2: Antonia Langsdorf (my wife and well-known German Astrologer) just wrote an excellent article 
on The Astrology of the Ukraine Conflict with analysis of the charts of Vladimir Putin, Volodymyr Zelensky, 
Ukraine, and the relationship of each to the “Great Mutation” (Jupiter/Saturn conjunction in 0 Aquarius) 
of December 21, 2020. This article available is now on our website. To read it, click here. 
 
NOTE 3: TUNE INTO MMA’s NEW WEEKLY YouTube Channel on the geocosmic climate related to financial 
markets hosted by MMTA Educational Director Gianni di Poce. The video is recorded late Friday night and 
posted then or early Saturday, depending on the editing process. These 5-10 minute video presentations 
review the market activity of the past week and offer a preview of the geocosmic signatures in effect for 
the next week and beyond. You may subscribe to MMA’s YouTube Channel today at no cost and get 
announcements when each geocosmic market review is ready for viewing!  
 
“Just a quick word to say your (Gianni’s) weekly video on YouTube is really a great complementary format 
to Ray's letter. I find it interesting and masterfully delivered. Thanks to both of you for this!” M.K., Paris, 
France, Portfolio Manager. 
 
NOTE 4: I will be interviewed by Antonia Langsdorf live, on Wednesday, March 29, on her “Cosmic Vibe” 
program. The subject will be on the “Russian-Ukraine War: Now and In the Future.” We will discuss the 
charts of Vladimir Putin, Volodymyr Zelensky, and Ukraine. The interview will be in English, and later she 
will post the interview with German translation for both hers and our German-speaking audience. To view 
this live interview, click https://youtu.be/5Z-IitVt0w8 at 4 PM EST, Wednesday, March 29. Looking 
forward to seeing many of you there! It is free. No cost. 
 
NOTE 5: THE ANNUAL WORLDWIDE WEBINAR and Address on Forecast 2022 with Raymond Merriman 
took place on FEBRUARY 20, 2022. The recording is now available, still relevant, and highly recommended 
to view if you were not present. This broadcast updated financial markets since the Forecast book was 
written in November 2021, including the U.S. stock market, Gold, Silver, Crude Oil, Euro, Corn, Soybeans 
and Bitcoin. The cost for the recording is $55.00 and includes the slides of the presentation. For more 
information or to order, go to Forecast 2022 Webinar.  

https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-cycles-report/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-cycles-report/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-cycles-report/
https://www.mmacycles.com/articles/david-versus-goliath-a-new-hero-is-born-the-natal-chart-of-wolodymyr-selenskyj-by-antonia-langsdorf/
https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://youtu.be/5Z-IitVt0w8
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/forecast-2022-webinar/
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EVENTS 
 
April 1: Ray Merriman will join Gianni di Poce on MMA’s weekly YouTube Channel discussing the 
geocosmic climate related to financial markets. The video will be posted by Saturday morning. We will 
review the market activity of the past week and offer a preview of the geocosmic signatures in effect for 
the next week and beyond. Like this free weekly column, this video is intended to be educational and there 
will be no cost. You may subscribe to our YouTube Channel today and get announcements when each 
geocosmic market review is ready for viewing!  
 
May 8, 2022: MMA’S ANNUAL FINANCIAL MARKETS UPDATE WILL TAKE PLACE MAY 8, 2022, 1:30 PM 
EDT: This broadcast will take place on Sunday, May 8, 2022 at 1:30 PM EDT (that’s 10:30 AM PDT, 6:30 
PM UK, 7:30 PM CDT. 2:30 AM Tokyo, 3:30 AM Sydney). In the comfort of your own home or office, you 
can tune into MMA’s Annual Spring Webinar on Financial Markets. This 3-hour webinar (with two 5-
minutes breaks) will give an intermediate-term update on several financial markets, including the U.S. 
stock market, Gold, Silver, Crude Oil, the Euro currency, Bitcoin and Soybeans. This will be an especially 
timely presentation because 1) the 12-year Jupiter orbital cycle will be making its first entrance into Aries 
on May 10, and 2) May 27-June 22 has been highlighted as one of the more probable times in 2022 for 
major moves in Bitcoin as well as several other financial markets. Joining Ray to share their outlook will 
be Ulric Aspegrén (Euro, U.S. Dollar) and Gianni Di Poce (U.S. Treasuries, Crude Oil and Soybeans). Ray will 
be covering equities, metals, and Bitcoin. There will be a Q&A with attendees during this webinar. The 
cost to attend is $55.00 and includes the slides of the presentation, plus access to the video recording of 
the event. If unable to attend live, you can still sign up, as everyone who orders the Webinar will receive 
the video recording following the live event. For more information, click here and SIGN UP NOW TO LOCK 
IN YOUR PLACE for this event! 
 
August 25, 2022: 1:00 PM, Denver, CO, ISAR Conference, 4-Hour Pre-Conference Workshop by Raymond 
Merriman on “ASTROLOGY AND THE ART OF FINANCIAL MARKET TIMING: HOW TO FORECAST TRENDS 
AND MARKET REVERSALS.” Financial markets offer objective means to test astrological validity. The 
Moon changes signs every 2-3 days and is valuable for short-term trading. Planetary stations and aspects 
identify longer-term market reversals. Approximately 4-5 times/year, markets will form important highs 
or lows, which are the most favorable times to buy and sell for position traders. This course provides 
research studies showing the correlation of astrological factors to short-term and longer-term financial 
markets. The focus will be upon stock markets, precious metals (Gold and Silver), and Bitcoin, and how to 
integrate astrology with cycle studies to attain optimal market timing skills. Visit 
https://isar2022.org/schedule/ for further information and register for a great event!  
 
 
Disclaimer and using this information properly: These comments are given to serve as a guideline for traders for each day and/or 

week. Comments and/or recommendations are based upon prices at end of the day or week. Traders are advised to use these only 

as guidelines - and use intraday analysis to establish positions in directions of comments given, so long as those support/resistance 

(entrance) areas) look favorable according to intraday analysis as well. Support and resistance are areas for day traders to look to 

buy and sell intraday. No guarantees are made for accuracy. Futures trading involves risk of large loss as well as large gains, and 

reader is solely responsible for any actions taken in markets, and neither the author nor publisher assume any responsibility 

whatsoever for reader's decisions. Futures or options trading are considered high risk. 

 

Information is provided herein with sincere intent, and according to our own studies and methodologies. These reports are provided 

mainly for “speculators.” By its very nature, “speculation” means “willing to take risk of loss.” Speculators” must be willing to 

accept the fact that they are going to have losing trades, many more than say “investors.” That is why they are “speculators.” The 

way “speculators” become profitable is not so much by high percentage of winning trades, but by controlling amount of loss on 

https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://www.mmacycles.com/product-category/webinars/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mid-year-2022-webinar-may-8-2022/
https://isar2022.org/schedule/
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any given trade, so the average trade on winners is considerably more than the average trade on losing trades. MMA’s comments 

can be of value to both speculators and investors. MMA’s trade recommendations will be of potential value only to speculators.  

 

Support may represent favorable risk/reward places to buy if the trend is up. If prices trade below support, then have a close back 

above, it is considered a bullish “trigger,” and oftentimes represents a good buy signal. Resistance may represent favorable 

risk/reward places to go short if the trend is down. If prices trade above it, then have a weekly close back below, it is considered a 

bearish “trigger,” and oftentimes is a good sell signal. 
 

 
 


